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Louis Latour 2019 Gevrey-Chambertin
Expressive, displaying macerated cherry, raspberry, sandalwood and Eastern spice aromas and
flavors. This has juicy fruit that says, "Drink me,"
while its dense structure suggests it will age nicely.
Features fine balance and length. Best from 2025
through 2040. —B.S.


Louis Latour 2019 Chambertin
Cuvée Héritiers Latour

A lush, vibrant and sophisticated version,
exhibiting pure cherry, raspberry, mint and
floral aromas and flavors shaded by
mineral and tobacco notes. Powerful yet
refined, this has fine balance and ends in a
cascade of fruit, mineral and spice. Shows
tension between its power and finesse.
Best from 2026 through 2045. —B.S.


Louis Latour 2019 Echézeaux

This red exudes opulence, with black cherry, black
currant, earth and spice aromas and flavors
wrapped up in the fleshy texture. Shows a beam of
vivid acidity that keeps it delineated and extends
the lengthy, mineral-infused finish. Solidly built
and shows terrific potential for a long evolution.
Best from 2025 through 2043. —B.S.


Louis Latour 2019 Clos Vougeot

A sleek and silky red, featuring cherry,
black currant, floral and mineral flavors.
Turns even more austere midpalate
through the finish, with terrific intensity
and a long, well-delineated aftertaste,
which echoes the fruit and mineral notes
and picks up sweet spice accents. Shows
superb length and finesse. Best from 2026
through 2047. —B.S.


Louis Latour 2019 Corton
Clos de la Vigne au Saint

A supple, open-knit red, delivering cherry,
raspberry, earth and anise flavors, with
subtle hints of rose and oak spice. Firm yet
well-proportioned, this lingers with fading
red fruit and chalky tannins. Best from 2025
through 2040. —B.S.



Louis Latour 2019 Corton-Perrières

A lush yet intense red, with silky texture and a fleshy
profile setting the stage for cherry, strawberry, earth,
tobacco and mineral flavors. This evolves on the
palate, with dense, civilized tannins emerging in the
process and providing overall equilibrium. Lively
and long. Best from 2025 through 2042. —B.S.



Louis Latour 2019 Vosne-Romanée
Toasty, spicy aromas introduce this rich, silky
red, whose black cherry and blackberry
flavors and texture envelop fine-grained
tannins. Lively and well-integrated, with a
lingering aftertaste of licorice, mineral and
spice. Best from 2024 through 2038. —B.S.

